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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this project was to develop an interactive web application 
to aid students in learning how to identify foraminifera, in addition to 
meeting the larger goal of providing accessibility of a museum collection 
to the public.  This type of public outreach is an integral part of the 
Smithsonian Institution’s mission to provide online access to the museum 
collections and research activities.  The National Museum of Natural 
History’s Department of Paleobiology seeks innovative ways to improve 
the connection between in-house collections and online content.  This 
project is intended to improve science communication to the public by 
providing a visual representation of scientific data in addition to an 
interactive simulation of laboratory methods using actual 
photomicrographs of specimens housed in the collections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Foraminifera  
(/fəˌræməˈnɪfərə/, Latin 
meaning hole bearers, 
informally called "forams") 
are members of a phylum 
or class of  amoeboid 
protists characterized by 
streaming granular 
ectoplasm that among 
other things is used for 
catching food, and 
commonly by an external 
shell or "test" made of 
various materials and 
constructed in diverse 
forms. 
 All but perhaps a very few 
are aquatic and most are 
marine, the majority of 
which live on or within the 
seafloor sediment (i.e., 
are benthic) while a 
smaller variety are floaters 
in the water column at 
various depths (i.e., 
are planktonic). 
ScientificEarth.net 
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BACKGROUND 
 
A dataset consisting of foraminifera was selected because these marine microorganisms are 
universally used as key players in biological, geological, and oceanographic studies.  They are typically 
the size of sand grains and have a ubiquitous distribution in all marine environments from shallow marshes 
to the abyssal depths of the oceans.  A teaspoon of sediment usually contains hundreds of individuals 
distributed in several species.  The average species duration of benthic foraminifera is 30 to 40 million 
years, exceeding that of all other organisms.  Their geologic record extends back 500 million years.  
Because of their importance, foraminifera have been extensively studied for over 150 years.  Specimens 
from thousands of expeditions are housed in the Cushman Collection of foraminifera, the largest collection 
in the Department of Paleobiology at the Smithsonian Institution. These specimens need to be washed, 
prepared, sorted, and identified to facilitate their use in scientific research.  The volunteers, students, 
interns, and new paleontologists that are employed to do this work are often trained to identify 
foraminifera using old line drawings and scanning electron micrographs from scholarly publications.  The 
sorting and identification of these specimens occurs using a light microscope, and it was a goal of this 
project to use photomicrographs taken with light microscopy to mimic the quality and scale used in the 
laboratory to help train new workers. 
INTRODUCTION AND REQUIREMENTS GATHERING 
 
Our goal was to develop a tool that could be used for training students, new paleontologists, and 
new volunteer staff working on sample washing and preparation in the museum collections. In the role of 
web application developer, I worked with Ms. Jennifer Jett, Research Technician and Collections Manager 
in the Department of Paleobiology of the National Museum of Natural History at the Smithsonian 
Institution in Washington, DC. Ms. Jett is a colleague who became my client for the purposes of this 
project. We frequently met throughout the semester to determine the needs and vision of this simulation. 
Together we decided upon a website design, and aesthetic qualities for the various screens and the 
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surrounding website for the final product. We worked out a vision for how such a simulation and training 
tool would operate.  
We determined this web application needed to have the following features: 
 be interactive, specifically that the user can move things around on the screen 
 use images of actual specimens housed in the Smithsonian collections 
 include informative text about the specimens to educate the user 
 run in popular Internet browsers 
 somehow simulate the sorting and identifying of different foram species 
This simulator/trainer is an ideal solution for new micropaleontologists, students, or anyone else 
who does not have immediate access to a microscope and needs or wants to learn to identify and sort 
foraminifera based on morphological characteristics. It is important for micropaleontologists to recognize 
the morphological characteristics of foraminifera because they base much of their classification 
(identification of species) on morphology. To identify a specimen to the species level, the 
micropaleontologist first determines the shell composition (agglutinated, hyaline, porcellaneous), then 
separates specimens based on morphology, and then checks other characteristics (such as aperture shape, 
pore arrangement, specimen size, geologic age, etc.).  
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
The goal was to create an online experience similar to the physical experience of sorting 
foraminifera. A paintbrush is used to pick foraminifera from a picking tray (usually marked off with a 
grid pattern) and place them into a faunal microscope slide which is marked with numbered boxes 
corresponding to different characteristics of specimens found in the sample. 
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Based on feedback from a pencil sketch drawn up for the client, I designed the following mock-up 
of the main screen of the simulation in Photoshop, as seen in Figure 1. 
 
FIGURE 1 - INITIAL PROTOTYPE DESIGN 
The title “Foram Picker” eventually changed into “foramSim”. At the time this prototype was designed, the 
simulation screen shown in Figure 1 would initially load, and the picking tray grid on the left hand side 
was to be populated with images of forams from the selected sample site.  This concept art was intended 
to mimic the real-world action of a foram-worker picking up individual microscopic organisms with a 
paintbrush and moving them from the left-hand side grid which represents the picking tray to the 
numbered boxes on the right-hand side which represent the faunal slide. 
The first semester of this project was devoted primarily to studying the problem and attempting to 
find suitable solutions. Initially, the vision was to create a training tool to help new micropaleontologists 
identify foraminifera using a web application as a simulator for the experience of sorting microscopic 
material. Within the first week of the project we determined that the intended plan of making a Java 
web application would not be possible since it was no longer being supported in the most popular web 
browsers. That launched our investigation into what kind of replacement technology was being used 
instead.  
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It appeared that Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML) 5 combined with Canvas and JavaScript 
was the popular replacement for Java web applications, as well as Flash and Silverlight.  The latter two 
were not as universally supported across browsers and had already begun to fall into disuse. I began 
familiarizing myself with Canvas/HTML5/JavaScript. HTML5 Drag and Drop (DnD) is supported by major 
web browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, and Safari so it seemed that this was a good choice for a 
publicly-accessible educational website.   
JAVASCRIPT 
 
Once images are sent to a browser from a web server, any manipulation of those images occurs 
only in the browser via client-side JavaScript. The original image files on the web server are not 
manipulated or changed in any way. JavaScript event listeners define what happens when a user drags 
and drops elements on the HTML page inside a web browser.  The main roles of these elements are 
divided into draggable elements and drop targets. If the draggable attribute of an HTML element is set 
to true, event listeners can handle subsequent actions of dragging and dropping. These events are 
triggered depending upon various user mouse interactions of clicking, moving, dragging, and dropping. 
These events are described in Table 1. 
Event Description 
dragstart Triggered when the user begins dragging an object. dragend Triggered when the mouse button is released while dragging an 
object. dragenter Triggered when the mouse enters a target drop area while a drag 
event is occurring. dragleave Triggered when the mouse leaves an element while a drag event is 
occurring. dragover Triggered by each mouse movement when the mouse is moved over 
an element while a drag event is occurring.  drag Triggered by each mouse movement while an object continues to be 
dragged. drop Triggered on an element when it is released after a drag event. 
Table 1 – Drag and Drop Events 
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I used a drag and drop tutorial at www.tutorialspoint.com to learn how these events worked. This 
tutorial used an example JavaScript to show drag and drop events being triggered as shown in Figure 2. 
 
      <script type="text/javascript">          function dragStart(ev) {             ev.dataTransfer.effectAllowed='move';             ev.dataTransfer.setData("Text", ev.target.getAttribute('id'));             ev.dataTransfer.setDragImage(ev.target,0,0);                          return true;          }                    function dragEnter(ev) {             event.preventDefault();             return true;          }                    function dragOver(ev) {             return false;          }                    function dragDrop(ev) {             var src = ev.dataTransfer.getData("Text");             ev.target.appendChild(document.getElementById(src));             ev.stopPropagation();             return false;          }       </script> 
FIGURE 2 - DRAG AND DROP EVENTS 
 
When this script is placed into an HTML page, the user can only drag and drop the element onto 
the receiving target.  This is because the draggable attribute is set to true on the element the user should 
drag. The example in Figure 3 shows the complete code for moving a draggable box onto a targetable 
box.  
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<!DOCTYPE HTML> <html>    <head>           <style type="text/css">          #boxA, #boxB {             float:left;padding:10px;margin:10px;-moz-user-select:none;          }                    #boxA { background-color: #6633FF; width:75px; height:75px;  }          #boxB { background-color: #FF6699; width:150px; height:150px; }       </style>              <script type="text/javascript">          function dragStart(ev) {             ev.dataTransfer.effectAllowed='move';             ev.dataTransfer.setData("Text", ev.target.getAttribute('id'));             ev.dataTransfer.setDragImage(ev.target,0,0);                          return true;          }                    function dragEnter(ev) {             event.preventDefault();             return true;          }                    function dragOver(ev) {             return false;          }                    function dragDrop(ev) {             var src = ev.dataTransfer.getData("Text");             ev.target.appendChild(document.getElementById(src));             ev.stopPropagation();             return false;          }       </script>           </head>    <body>              <center>          <h2>Drag and drop HTML5 demo</h2>          <div>Try to move the purple box into the pink box.</div>                    <div id="boxA" draggable="true"             ondragstart="return dragStart(event)">             <p>Drag Me</p>          </div>                    <div id="boxB" ondragenter="return dragEnter(event)"              ondrop="return dragDrop(event)"              ondragover="return dragOver(event)">Dustbin          </div>                 </center>           </body> </html> 
FIGURE 3 - DRAG AND DROP EXAMPLE CODE 
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 Armed with example code from online tutorials, the next step was to begin working on cascading 
style sheet (.CSS) code to improve the aesthetic quality of the user’s experience. I used Adobe 
Dreamweaver from Adobe Creative Suite 4 as an integrated developer environment (IDE) to create 
HTML web pages for the upper-level website that serves as an educational wrapper for this web 
application.  The creation of a splash screen allows the user to select which sample site to explore.  For 
purposes of this project, only a single sample site was available (Naen Island) as shown in Figure 4. 
 
FIGURE 4 - SAMPLE SELECTION SPLASH SCREEN 
 Once the user has selected the sample site, the images from that site are loaded onto the page as 
shown in Figure 5. The images on the left-hand side of the screen will rotate slightly in response to an 
onmouseover event as the user moves the mouse over each one. The user can click and hold the mouse 
button and drag images into the boxes in the middle of the screen. These boxes are outlined with a 
dashed border line and each bears a label describing the overall shell morphology of the foraminifera 
that should be placed there. The images are resized smaller when they are dropped into the destination 
boxes, and the destination boxes themselves are automatically resized to accommodate additional 
images. 
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FIGURE 5 - SORTING SCREEN 
 The automatic re-sizing of these boxes is helpful as the amount of images inside them increases, 
however it had the annoying effect of pushing some boxes out of the grid farther down the viewable 
section of the display screen.  I made the .CSS code hold the center portion stationery on the screen so 
the user could scroll up and down to see images on the left-hand side for sorting, however, in larger 
sample sizes this could quickly become cumbersome.  I added the instruction near the menu bar to use 
[CTRL -] and [CTRL +] for resizing the entire screen resolution to make more items appear in the current 
field of view to aid in the sorting and viewing process.  The information panels on the right-hand side of 
the screen are to help coach the user on morphological types as well as help the user understand which 
types may be expected to appear in the current sample they’ve chosen. 
 The toolbar holds the score icon   for checking on the current correct score of which images 
have been correctly sorted.  At any given time during the sorting process, the user can click on this icon to 
see a JavaScript pop-up window displaying how many correctly-sorted images are detected in the 
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sorting boxes. The toolbar also holds the reload icon    for reloading the current page in the browser, 
which refreshes the session and restarts the simulation back to its starting state, with all images appearing 
on the left-hand side and resetting the score to zero. 
USABILITY STUDY AND ANALYSIS 
 
The intended end-users are paleontology students, volunteer staff, and the general public who 
may be interested in learning more about the collections and research activities at the Smithsonian 
Institution. A test group of undergraduate computer science students was selected to use and evaluate this 
web application because they were readily available as a test population that would most closely mimic 
the intended end-user population. There were 25 students in the test population, who were enrolled in 
“Introduction to Computer Science CPSC 110” at the University of Mary Washington, Fredericksburg, 
Virginia. These students were asked to use the web application and immediately fill out a survey (see 
Appendix 1 – Web Application User Survey).  Users logged into computers running the Windows 7 
operating system located in the computer lab in Trinkle Hall. They were asked to use either the Chrome or 
Firefox web browsers for the best experience. 
This implemented survey was the System Usability Scale (SUS), which was developed as part of 
the usability engineering program at Digital Equipment Co. Ltd., Reading, United Kingdom. The SUS is a 
simple 10-question survey implementing the Likert scale for recording responses. Positive and negative 
statements are alternated in an effort to reduce response biases and force respondents to make an 
effort to think about their feelings regarding each statement. 
The usability is calculated by adding the total score contributions for each response.  Each 
response is scored from 0 to 4.  Questions 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are scored at their scale position minus 1. 
Questions 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 are scored at 5 minus their scale position. The sum of each survey’s scores is 
multiplied by 2.5 to get the total value of each respondent’s survey. 
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The results of the survey responses are shown in Table 2, listed by question. Overall, respondents 
seemed positive about using the web application and interested in learning how to correctly sort them. All 
respondents answered all questions in the survey. 
 
Question Num Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree Total 
I think that I would like to use this system frequently. 25 4% 16% 44% 20% 16% 100% 
I found the system unnecessarily complex. 25 44% 28% 20% 8% 0% 100% 
I thought the system was easy to use. 25 4% 8% 28% 28% 32% 100% 
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system. 25 48% 28% 16% 4% 4% 100% I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. 25 0% 12% 32% 52% 4% 100% I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. 25 36% 40% 12% 12% 0% 100% 
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly. 25 0% 12% 0% 52% 36% 100% I found the system very cumbersome to use. 25 36% 16% 24% 24% 0% 100% 
I felt very confident using the system. 25 8% 20% 24% 28% 20% 100% 
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system. 25 44% 12% 20% 16% 8% 100%  
Table 2 - Usability Study Survey Responses 
 
The average respondent’s usability score was 68.7 with a high score of 97.5, a low score of 30, and a 
median of 70. The inventors of the usability test have concluded that a score of 68 indicates average 
usability. Our average score of 68.7 and a median score of 70 indicate the web application has an 
average usability. Some respondents hand wrote comments on their surveys to elaborate on specific 
aspects of their experience.  Many found the morphological chart included in the survey (see Appendix 1 
– Foram Morphology Chart) to be confusing. I believe it needs to be re-drawn to include some 
information to help the user recognize what individual chambers look like as the organism adds to its test 
during life cycle development. Other comments noted that the automatic re-sizing of the target boxes 
pushed items on the page below their field of view.  Many respondents did not realize they could use 
[CTRL -] and [CTRL +] to resize their browser screens and increase viewing area, although a statement to 
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this effect was visible on the toolbar at the top of the screen. A user who was not part of this usability 
study suggested removing the statement at the top of the screen and replacing it with “zoom” icons such 
as magnifying glasses with a plus and minus symbol to indicate zoom in and out abilities. This might make 
it more recognizable to users and provide a more intuitive interface. 
Results are summarized in Appendix 2 – Web Application User Survey Response Pie Charts. Users 
tended to feel that they could use the system, and although they did need to learn a few things about the 
organisms before they became confident in using the system, it did not seem too burdensome. Most felt 
they would be able to succeed without the help of technical support.  Figures 6 and 7 show selected 
questions and their responses. 
 
 
FIGURE 6 - EASE OF USE 
 
A total of 12% responded with “Strongly Disagree” or “Disagree” when asked if the system was easy to 
use (see Figure 6).  This correlates to the 12% who responded with “Disagree” to the statement “I would 
imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly” in Figure 7. 
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FIGURE 7- COMPLEXITY 
The statement “I found the system very cumbersome to use” had the most even distribution of responses 
with about half of the respondents either agreeing or neutral.  This is probably due to the screen resizing 
issues.  The most heartening response was to the statement “I found the system unnecessarily complex” 
where 44% strongly disagreed and 28% disagreed (see Figure 7). A mere 8% agreed, probably 
indicating that users were able to overcome most issues they encountered during their experience with the 
system. 
CONCLUSION 
 
This project required a lot of flexibility in the areas of development and overall website look and 
feel. This became clear in the very first week when I found out I couldn’t use Java to make a web 
application since it wasn’t supported in Google Chrome anymore.  This theme continued throughout the 
project as I found that clients may have a pretty good idea what they want, but no idea what is possible. 
The meetings where I provided visual aids so they could see what was meant when I talked about screen 
real estate, and website menu choices, etc. went much better in terms of understanding functionality. I 
quickly adapted my approach to always have something to show them visually as we discussed plans and 
ironed out the path forward.  
The usability testing component of this project was interesting because after having worked with 
foraminifera for over a decade, I’ve become familiar with the organisms and it was valuable to have 
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new users experience the organisms and the web application for the first time.  The survey results 
highlighted to me that while this select group of students was unfamiliar with the organisms, they were still 
able to use the application to recognize and sort them based upon visual differences in morphology. 
There is the possibility that the usability survey results might be biased because of several issues 
or conditions.  The small sample size of 25 could have adversely affected statistical results.  The 
respondents were a somewhat homogenized population; college students in a single section of an 
introductory computer science course who were already familiar with web applications, and possessing a 
high level of curiosity and perseverance with less-than-optimally performing web applications. 
Respondents knew they were being observed during the usability test, which may have induced some 
students to spend more time experimenting and exploring the web application with greater diligence 
while their professor was watching them. I can personally attest to being over-exuberant during testing 
and providing inadvertent coaching on the sorting process.  An uninvested third party should probably 
proctor a usability study of this nature, to avoid interacting with users and contaminating results. 
Certainly, many of these issues could be improved upon in future work.  For example, a more 
concise morphology chart could be created that would appear with the other information panels on the 
right-hand side of the screen to assist the user in understanding the morphologic choices during sorting. A 
larger testing population would be desirable, and a pre- and post-test process might be helpful to 
determine the efficacy of the learning process as facilitated by the web application. 
FUTURE WORK 
 
I think this is a good start to developing this application and that it appears to be on the right 
track for meeting the client’s requirements for an online interactive application that will aid students, 
volunteers, and new paleontologists in learning how to identify the morphological characteristics of 
foraminifera, in addition to meeting the larger goal of providing accessibility of the museum’s collections 
to the public.  
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Future features could include sound effects, a magnifying glass icon on the toolbar to increase the 
size of the specimens when they are hovered over, and a score on the menu bar to let the user know how 
they’re doing with identifying choices. We agreed to start with a dataset of approximately 30 images to 
get a feel for how quickly they can pre-load at the initial loading screen. At higher difficulty levels, these 
images would be randomly loaded when the user selects a harder level, along with the species names, 
and accompanying informational text about the organism. The amount of helpful information about each 
organism could be reduced as the difficulty level increases, just as the supportive scaffolding is removed 
in many pedagogical styles as a student progresses in an academic setting. 
For easier levels, a red halo could appear around incorrectly-sorted images to point out errors 
more obviously for the user. Finally, the most significant compatibility feature would be to make the 
application responsive to different screen sizes and touchscreen compatible. 
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APPENDIX 1: WEB APPLICATION USER SURVEY 
Web Application User Survey 
April 14, 2016 
 
Background: 
Foraminifera (“forams”) are microscopic marine organisms that live in every salt-water body on 
Earth.  They have been around for millions of years and their fossil shells are studied at the 
Smithsonian Institution by paleontologists who are interested in learning more about climate 
change. 
These paleontologists have to train themselves to visually recognize all the different foram 
species that might occur in different samples taken from sites all over the world.  Each sample 
site will have certain species that typically occur, and some species that might only rarely 
occur. 
This web application that you are going to test will be used by college-level paleontologists to 
begin to recognize different physical characteristics to help them learn to sort forams.  
Please help us make this the best application it can be and test it out! 
What We’re Asking You To Do: 
1. Log in to a Trinkle Lab computer 
user:  .\student 
password: [leave this blank] 
2. Please go to http://www.cushmanfoundation.org/foramhub/foramsim/ 
3. Click on the name of the CENTER sample: “Naen Island Sample”. 
4. Have fun! There is a chart to help you on the next page. 
5. Please fill out the survey on the last page after you have tried out the web application. 
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Foram Morphology Chart 
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System Usability Scale Survey 
              Strongly                                  Strongly                disagree                                 agree  1. I think that I would like to     use this system frequently       2. I found the system unnecessarily    complex       3. I thought the system was easy    to use                          4. I think that I would need the    support of a technical person to    be able to use this system    5. I found the various functions in    this system were well integrated       6. I thought there was too much    inconsistency in this system       7. I would imagine that most people    would learn to use this system    very quickly     8. I found the system very    cumbersome to use      9. I felt very confident using the    system    10. I needed to learn a lot of    things before I could get going    with this system      
  
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5  
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APPENDIX 2: WEB APPLICATION USER SURVEY RESPONSE PIE CHARTS 
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APPENDIX 3: WEB APPLICATION USER SURVEY RESPONSES 
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APPENDIX 4: WEB APPLICATION PROJECT CODE 
 
index.html 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html lang="en"> 
    <head> 
        <meta charset="utf-8" /> 
        <title>foramSIM</title> 
        <link href="css/main.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" /> 
    </head> 
    <body> 
        <header tabindex="0"> 
            <a href="http://www.cushmanfoundation.org/foramhub/foramsim/" > <h2>foramSIM</h2></a> 
            <a  href="http://www.cushmanfoundation.org/foramhub/" class="stuts">a learning simulation brought to you by 
<span>microSIM <img src="images/microscope.png" width="80" height="80" align="middle"></span></a> 
</header> 
 <div class="toolbar"> 
<!--        <div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipBrush)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipBrush)" onClick="movecursor()"> 
            <img src="images/paintbrush.png" width="30" height="30"> 
         <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipBrush">Drag the forams.</div> 
        </div>  
            <div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipMagnify)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipMagnify)" 
onClick="magnifycursor()"> 
            <img src="images/magnify.png" width="30" height="30"> 
         <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipMagnify">Magnify the specimen.</div> 
            </div> 
 
            <div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipInfo)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipInfo)" onClick="infocursor()"> 
            <img src="images/info.png" width="30" height="30"> 
          <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipInfo">Click on something to find out more about it.</div> 
        </div> --> 
<div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipScore)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipScore)" onClick="scoreCheck()"> 
            <img src="images/score.png" width="30" height="30"> 
          <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipScore">Click to see your score.</div> 
        </div> 
        <div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipReset)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipReset)"><a 
href="javascript:location.reload()" ><img src="images/reset.png" width="30" height="30"></a> 
          <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipReset">Click to reset the images and start over again.</div> 
        </div> <span class="info">Use [CTRL + ] or [CTRL - ] to customize your display.</span> 
     </div> 
 
<div class="morphologyinfo">  
          <p class="morphologytype">Test Morphology</p> 
          <p><span class="morphologytype">unilocular</span> - a single chamber</p> 
          <p><span class="morphologytype">uniserial</span> - chambers added in a single linear series</p> 
          <p><span class="morphologytype">biserial</span> - chambers added in a double linear series</p> 
          <p><span class="morphologytype">triserial</span> - chambers added in a triple linear series</p> 
          <p><span class="morphologytype">planispiral</span> - chambers added in a coil within a single plane</p> 
          <p><span class="morphologytype">trochospiral</span> - chambers added in a coil that forms a spire, like a 
turban</p> 
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          <p><span class="morphologytype">milioline</span> - chambers arranged in a series where each one extends the 
length of the test, and each successive chamber is placed at an angle of up to 180 degrees from the previous one.</p> 
     </div> 
        <div class="sampleinfo"> <p>  <img src="images/naen_island.jpg" width="318" height="126" ></p> 
          <p>&nbsp;</p> 
          <p class="morphologytype">Naen Island Sample</p> 
          <p>&nbsp;</p> 
          <p>This sample is from the reefs around Naen Island, located in the Marshall Islands. Naen Island is part of a larger 
system of islands, atolls, and reefs in the Pacific Ocean near the Equator.  
 
There are several types of trochospiral forms found here, however, unilocular, uniserial, and biserial are either not found, or 
are extremely rare. Samples will often contain non-foraminifers such as copepods, corals, and bryozoans. Trochospiral forms 
are the most common.</p> 
 
     </div> 
     <div class="faunalslides"> 
            <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_1" droppable="true"><h2>Unilocular</h2></div> 
            <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_2" droppable="true"><h2>Uniserial</h2></div> 
            <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_3" droppable="true"><h2>Biserial</h2></div> 
            <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_4" droppable="true"><h2>Triserial</h2></div> 
            <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_5" droppable="true"><h2>Planispiral</h2></div> 
            <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_6" droppable="true"><h2>Trochospiral</h2></div> 
            <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_7" droppable="true"><h2>Milioline</h2></div> 
            <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_8" droppable="true"><h2>Non-foram</h2></div> 
        </div> 
         
        <div style="clear:both"></div> 
 
        <div class="unsortedforams"> 
            <a id="1" draggable="true"><img src="images/1.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="2" draggable="true"><img src="images/2.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="3" draggable="true"><img src="images/3.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="4" draggable="true"><img src="images/4.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="5" draggable="true"><img src="images/5.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="6" draggable="true"><img src="images/6.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="7" draggable="true"><img src="images/7.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="8" draggable="true"><img src="images/8.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="9" draggable="true"><img src="images/9.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="10" draggable="true"><img src="images/10.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="11" draggable="true"><img src="images/11.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="12" draggable="true"><img src="images/12.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="13" draggable="true"><img src="images/13.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="14" draggable="true"><img src="images/14.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="15" draggable="true"><img src="images/15.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="16" draggable="true"><img src="images/16.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="17" draggable="true"><img src="images/17.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="18" draggable="true"><img src="images/18.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="19" draggable="true"><img src="images/19.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="20" draggable="true"><img src="images/20.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="21" draggable="true"><img src="images/21.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="22" draggable="true"><img src="images/22.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="23" draggable="true"><img src="images/23.jpg"></a> 
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            <a id="24" draggable="true"><img src="images/24.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="25" draggable="true"><img src="images/25.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="26" draggable="true"><img src="images/26.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="27" draggable="true"><img src="images/27.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="28" draggable="true"><img src="images/28.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="29" draggable="true"><img src="images/29.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="30" draggable="true"><img src="images/30.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="31" draggable="true"><img src="images/31.jpg"></a> 
            <a id="32" draggable="true"><img src="images/32.jpg"></a> 
</div> 
    <script src="js/main.js"></script> 
    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/modernizr/2.8.3/modernizr.min.js"></script> 
    <script src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.10.1/jquery.min.js"></script> 
</body> 
</html> 
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naensim.html <!DOCTYPE html> <html lang="en">     <head>         <meta charset="utf-8" />         <title>foramSIM</title>         <link href="css/main.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" />     </head>     <body>         <header tabindex="0">             <a href="http://www.cushmanfoundation.org/foramhub/foramsim/" > <h2>foramSIM</h2></a>             <a  href="http://www.cushmanfoundation.org/foramhub/" class="stuts">a learning simulation brought to you by <span>microSIM <img src="images/microscope.png" width="80" height="80" align="middle"></span></a> </header>  <div class="toolbar"> <!--        <div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipBrush)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipBrush)" onClick="movecursor()">             <img src="images/paintbrush.png" width="30" height="30">          <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipBrush">Drag the forams.</div>         </div>              <div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipMagnify)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipMagnify)" onClick="magnifycursor()">             <img src="images/magnify.png" width="30" height="30">          <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipMagnify">Magnify the specimen.</div>             </div>              <div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipInfo)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipInfo)" onClick="infocursor()">             <img src="images/info.png" width="30" height="30">           <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipInfo">Click on something to find out more about it.</div>         </div> --> <div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipScore)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipScore)" onClick="scoreCheck()">             <img src="images/score.png" width="30" height="30">           <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipScore">Click to see your score.</div>         </div>         <div class="info" onMouseOver="show(tooltipReset)" onMouseOut="hide(tooltipReset)"><a href="javascript:location.reload()" ><img src="images/reset.png" width="30" height="30"></a>           <div class="tooltip" id="tooltipReset">Click to reset the images and start over again.</div>         </div> <span class="info">Use [CTRL + ] or [CTRL - ] to customize your display.</span>      </div>  <div class="morphologyinfo">            <p class="morphologytype">Test Morphology</p>           <p><span class="morphologytype">unilocular</span> - a single chamber</p>           <p><span class="morphologytype">uniserial</span> - chambers added in a single linear series</p>           <p><span class="morphologytype">biserial</span> - chambers added in a double linear series</p>           <p><span class="morphologytype">triserial</span> - chambers added in a triple linear series</p>           <p><span class="morphologytype">planispiral</span> - chambers added in a coil within a single plane</p>           <p><span class="morphologytype">trochospiral</span> - chambers added in a coil that forms a spire, like a turban</p>           <p><span class="morphologytype">milioline</span> - chambers arranged in a series where each one extends the length of the test, and each successive chamber is placed at an angle of up to 180 degrees from the previous one.</p>      </div>         <div class="sampleinfo"> <p>  <img src="images/naen_island.jpg" width="318" height="126" ></p>           <p>&nbsp;</p>           <p class="morphologytype">Naen Island Sample</p> 
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          <p>&nbsp;</p>           <p>This sample is from the reefs around Naen Island, located in the Marshall Islands. Naen Island is part of a larger system of islands, atolls, and reefs in the Pacific Ocean near the Equator.   There are several types of trochospiral forms found here, however, unilocular, uniserial, and biserial are either not found, or are extremely rare. Samples will often contain non-foraminifers such as copepods, corals, and bryozoans. Trochospiral forms are the most common.</p>       </div>      <div class="faunalslides">             <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_1" droppable="true"><h2>Unilocular</h2></div>             <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_2" droppable="true"><h2>Uniserial</h2></div>             <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_3" droppable="true"><h2>Biserial</h2></div>             <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_4" droppable="true"><h2>Triserial</h2></div>             <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_5" droppable="true"><h2>Planispiral</h2></div>             <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_6" droppable="true"><h2>Trochospiral</h2></div>             <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_7" droppable="true"><h2>Milioline</h2></div>             <div class="faunalslide" id="drop_8" droppable="true"><h2>Non-foram</h2></div>         </div>                  <div style="clear:both"></div>          <div class="unsortedforams">             <a id="1" draggable="true"><img src="images/1.jpg"></a>             <a id="2" draggable="true"><img src="images/2.jpg"></a>             <a id="3" draggable="true"><img src="images/3.jpg"></a>             <a id="4" draggable="true"><img src="images/4.jpg"></a>             <a id="5" draggable="true"><img src="images/5.jpg"></a>             <a id="6" draggable="true"><img src="images/6.jpg"></a>             <a id="7" draggable="true"><img src="images/7.jpg"></a>             <a id="8" draggable="true"><img src="images/8.jpg"></a>             <a id="9" draggable="true"><img src="images/9.jpg"></a>             <a id="10" draggable="true"><img src="images/10.jpg"></a>             <a id="11" draggable="true"><img src="images/11.jpg"></a>             <a id="12" draggable="true"><img src="images/12.jpg"></a>             <a id="13" draggable="true"><img src="images/13.jpg"></a>             <a id="14" draggable="true"><img src="images/14.jpg"></a>             <a id="15" draggable="true"><img src="images/15.jpg"></a>             <a id="16" draggable="true"><img src="images/16.jpg"></a>             <a id="17" draggable="true"><img src="images/17.jpg"></a>             <a id="18" draggable="true"><img src="images/18.jpg"></a>             <a id="19" draggable="true"><img src="images/19.jpg"></a>             <a id="20" draggable="true"><img src="images/20.jpg"></a>             <a id="21" draggable="true"><img src="images/21.jpg"></a>             <a id="22" draggable="true"><img src="images/22.jpg"></a>             <a id="23" draggable="true"><img src="images/23.jpg"></a>             <a id="24" draggable="true"><img src="images/24.jpg"></a>             <a id="25" draggable="true"><img src="images/25.jpg"></a>             <a id="26" draggable="true"><img src="images/26.jpg"></a>             <a id="27" draggable="true"><img src="images/27.jpg"></a>             <a id="28" draggable="true"><img src="images/28.jpg"></a>             <a id="29" draggable="true"><img src="images/29.jpg"></a>             <a id="30" draggable="true"><img src="images/30.jpg"></a>             <a id="31" draggable="true"><img src="images/31.jpg"></a> 
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            <a id="32" draggable="true"><img src="images/32.jpg"></a> </div>     <script src="js/main.js"></script>     <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/modernizr/2.8.3/modernizr.min.js"></script>     <script src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.10.1/jquery.min.js"></script> </body> </html>  
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main.css /* Page layout styles */ *{     margin:0;     padding:0; } body {     /*background-color:#fff;*/  background-image:url(../images/ocean_sunlight_1920_1092.jpg);     font:14px/1.3 Arial,sans-serif; } a:link, a:visited { /* keep the links white for better visibility */     color: white; } header {     background-color:#212121;     box-shadow: 0 -1px 2px #111111;     color:#fff;     display:block;     height:50px;     position:relative;     width:100%;     z-index:100; } header h2 {     font-size: 19px;     font-weight: normal;     left: 50%;     margin-left: -400px;     padding: 25px 0;     position: absolute;     width: 540px; } header a.stuts,a.stuts:visited {  border:none;  text-decoration:none;  color:#fcfcfc;  font-size:14px;  /*left:575px;*/  left:700px;  line-height:31px;  margin:23px 0 0 110px;  position:absolute;  top:-17px; } header .stuts span {     font-size:22px;     font-weight:bold;     margin-left:5px; }  /* Toolbar */ .toolbar {   
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 background-color:#212121;     box-shadow: 0 -1px 2px #111111;     color:#fff;  font-size:16px;     font-weight:bold;     padding:5px; } .info {  margin:2px;  border:1px solid black;  display:inline-block; } .tooltip {  position:absolute;  margin:5px;  width:200px;  height:50px;  border:1px solid black;  background-color:#666;  display:none;  z-index:10;  /*to keep the pop-ups showing over other stuff*/ } /* Sample Locale Information */ .sampleinfo {  position:absolute;  bottom: 8px;  right: 16px;  padding:7px;  background-color:#212121;     box-shadow: 0 -1px 2px #111111;     color:#fff;  font-size:14px;          width:320px;  /* make fancy rounded corners */  border-radius: 20px;   -moz-border-radius: 20px;   -webkit-border-radius: 20px;   border: 2px solid #000000; } /* Foraminiferal Morphology Information */ .morphologyinfo {  position:absolute;  top: 120px;  right: 16px;  padding:7px;  background-color:#212121;     box-shadow: 0 -1px 2px #111111;     color:#fff;  font-size:12px;    width:320px;  /* make fancy rounded corners */  border-radius: 20px;   -moz-border-radius: 20px;   -webkit-border-radius: 20px;  
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 border: 2px solid #000000; }  /* Unsorted Foram Tray styles */ .unsortedforams {       /* This is the size of the unsorted tray */     margin: 40px auto 0;  position:absolute;  top: 100px;  left: 16px;     /*width: 850px;*/  width: 680px;  background-color:#000000; } .unsortedforams a {    /*  Sets the size of the unsorted images */     display: inline-block;  /*margin: 10px;*/  margin: 10px;     opacity: 1;     position: relative;  /* These are used to maintain aspect ratio on squares, not rectangles */     width: 180px;  height: 135px;  -khtml-user-drag: element;     /* CSS3 Prevent selections */     -moz-user-select: none;     -webkit-user-select: none;     -khtml-user-select: none;     user-select: none;     /* CSS3 transition rules */     -webkit-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -moz-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -o-transition: all 0.5s ease;     transition: all 0.5s ease; } .unsortedforams a img {     cursor: pointer;     display: block;     left: 0px;     top: 0px;     width:inherit;     z-index: 1;     /* CSS3 Box sizing property */     -moz-box-sizing: border-box;     -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;     -o-box-sizing: border-box;     box-sizing: border-box;     /* CSS3 transition rules */     -webkit-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -moz-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -o-transition: all 0.5s ease;     transition: all 0.5s ease;     /* CSS3 Box Shadow */     -moz-box-shadow: 2px 2px 4px #444;     -webkit-box-shadow: 2px 2px 4px #444; 
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    -o-box-shadow: 2px 2px 4px #444;     box-shadow: 2px 2px 4px #444; }  /* Custom CSS3 rotate transformation */ .unsortedforams a:nth-child(1) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(-25deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(-25deg);     transform: rotate(-25deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(2) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(-20deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(-20deg);     transform: rotate(-20deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(3) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(-15deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(-15deg);     transform: rotate(-15deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(4) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(-10deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(-10deg);     transform: rotate(-10deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(5) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(-5deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(-5deg);     transform: rotate(-5deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(6) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(0deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(0deg);     transform: rotate(0deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(7) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(5deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(5deg);     transform: rotate(5deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(8) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(10deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(10deg);     transform: rotate(10deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(9) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(15deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(15deg);     transform: rotate(15deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(10) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(20deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(20deg);     transform: rotate(20deg); 
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} .unsortedforams a:nth-child(11) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(25deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(25deg);     transform: rotate(25deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(12) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(13) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(14) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(15) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(16) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(17) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(18) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(19) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(20) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(21) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg); 
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    transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(22) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(23) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(24) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(25) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(26) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(27) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(28) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(29) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(30) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(31) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:nth-child(32) img {     -moz-transform: rotate(30deg); 
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    -webkit-transform: rotate(30deg);     transform: rotate(30deg); } .unsortedforams a:hover img {     z-index: 5;     /* CSS3 transition rules */     -webkit-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -moz-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -o-transition: all 0.5s ease;     transition: all 0.5s ease;     /* CSS3 transform rules */     -moz-transform: rotate(0deg);     -webkit-transform: rotate(0deg);     -o-transform: rotate(0deg);     transform: rotate(0deg); } .unsortedforams a.hidden {     height: 0;     margin: 0;     opacity: 0;     width: 0; } .faunalslides {  left:45%;  position:fixed;     margin: 40px auto 0;     overflow: hidden;     width: 600px; } .faunalslide {     border: 3px dashed #ccc;     float: left;     margin: 10px;     min-height: 100px;     padding: 10px;     width: 220px;     /* CSS3 transition rules */     -webkit-transition: all 1.0s ease;     -moz-transition: all 1.0s ease;     -o-transition: all 1.0s ease;     transition: all 1.0s ease; } .faunalslide a {     display: inline-block;     height: 56px;     margin: 15px;     opacity: 1;     position: relative;     width: 75px;     -khtml-user-drag: element;     -webkit-user-drag: element;     -khtml-user-select: none;     -webkit-user-select: none;     /* CSS3 Prevent selections */ 
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    -moz-user-select: none;     -webkit-user-select: none;     -khtml-user-select: none;     user-select: none;     /* CSS3 transition rules */     -webkit-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -moz-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -o-transition: all 0.5s ease;     transition: all 0.5s ease; } .faunalslide a img {     cursor: pointer;     display: block;  min-height: 100%;     left: 0px;  position: relative;     top: 0px;  width: inherit;     z-index: 1;     /* CSS3 Box sizing property */     -moz-box-sizing: border-box;     -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;     -o-box-sizing: border-box;     box-sizing: border-box;     /* CSS3 transition rules */     -webkit-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -moz-transition: all 0.5s ease;     -o-transition: all 0.5s ease;     transition: all 0.5s ease;     /* CSS3 Box Shadow */     -moz-box-shadow: 2px 2px 4px #444;     -webkit-box-shadow: 2px 2px 4px #444;     -o-box-shadow: 2px 2px 4px #444;     box-shadow: 2px 2px 4px #444; }  
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main.js 
// https://www.script-tutorials.com/html5-drag-and-drop-sorting-photos/ 
// was an invaluable source of helpful info as well as a drag-and-drop 
// plug-in for showing me how the drag event listeners and handlers 
// operate. -- Kris Hooks 
 
 
// tooltip mouseovers 
function show (elem) { 
 elem.style.display="block"; 
} 
function hide (elem) { 
 elem.style.display=""; 
} 
 
function infocursor() { 
 document.body.style.cursor="help"; 
} 
function magnifycursor() { 
 document.body.style.cursor="zoom-in"; 
} 
 
// add event handler 
var addEvent = (function () { 
  if (document.addEventListener) { 
    return function (el, type, fn) { 
      if (el && el.nodeName || el === window) { 
        el.addEventListener(type, fn, false); 
      } else if (el && el.length) { 
        for (var i = 0; i < el.length; i++) { 
          addEvent(el[i], type, fn); 
        } 
      } 
    }; 
  } else { 
    return function (el, type, fn) { 
      if (el && el.nodeName || el === window) { 
        el.attachEvent('on' + type, function () { return fn.call(el, window.event); }); 
      } else if (el && el.length) { 
        for (var i = 0; i < el.length; i++) { 
          addEvent(el[i], type, fn); 
        } 
      } 
    }; 
  } 
})(); 
 
// inner variables 
var dragItems; 
updateDataTransfer(); 
var dropAreas = document.querySelectorAll('[droppable=true]'); 
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// preventDefault (stops the browser from redirecting off to the text) 
function cancel(e) { 
  if (e.preventDefault) { 
    e.preventDefault(); 
  } 
  return false; 
} 
 
// update event handlers 
function updateDataTransfer() { 
       dragItems = document.querySelectorAll('[draggable=true]'); 
       for (var i = 0; i < dragItems.length; i++) { 
   
          addEvent(dragItems[i], 'dragstart', function (event) { 
             event.dataTransfer.setData('obj_id', this.id); 
             return false; 
          }); 
       } 
} 
 
// dragover event handler 
addEvent(dropAreas, 'dragover', function (event) { 
    if (event.preventDefault) event.preventDefault(); 
 
    // little customization 
    this.style.borderColor = "#000"; 
    return false; 
}); 
 
// dragleave event handler 
addEvent(dropAreas, 'dragleave', function (event) { 
    if (event.preventDefault) event.preventDefault(); 
 
    // little customization 
    this.style.borderColor = "#ccc"; 
    return false; 
}); 
 
// dragenter event handler 
addEvent(dropAreas, 'dragenter', cancel); 
 
// drop event handler 
addEvent(dropAreas, 'drop', function (event) { 
    if (event.preventDefault) event.preventDefault(); 
 
    // get dropped object 
    var iObj = event.dataTransfer.getData('obj_id'); 
    var oldObj = document.getElementById(iObj); 
 
    // get image src 
    var oldSrc = oldObj.childNodes[0].src; 
    oldObj.className += 'hidden'; 
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    var oldThis = this; 
 
    setTimeout(function() { 
        oldObj.parentNode.removeChild(oldObj); // remove object from DOM 
 
        // add similar object in another place 
        oldThis.innerHTML += '<a id="'+iObj+'" draggable="true"><img src="'+oldSrc+'" /></a>'; 
 
        // update event handlers 
        updateDataTransfer(); 
 
        // a little customization 
        oldThis.style.borderColor = "#ccc"; 
    }, 500); 
 
    return false; 
}); 
 
var correctScore = 0; 
function scoreCheck(){ 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#1').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1);   
 }  
 if($('#drop_6').find('#2').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_8').find('#3').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_4').find('#4').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_5').find('#5').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_4').find('#6').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#7').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#8').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#9').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_5').find('#10').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_7').find('#11').length == 1){ 
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  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_4').find('#12').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_5').find('#13').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_8').find('#14').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#15').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#16').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_7').find('#17').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_8').find('#18').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#19').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_8').find('#20').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_7').find('#21').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_7').find('#22').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_7').find('#23').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_8').find('#24').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_8').find('#25').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_7').find('#26').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_7').find('#27').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#28').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
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 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#29').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#30').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_6').find('#31').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
 if($('#drop_4').find('#32').length == 1){ 
  correctScore = (correctScore + 1); 
 } 
alert("You have " + correctScore + " correct so far!"); 
correctScore = 0;  // reset score to zero 
} 
